HMI/SCADA SOFTWARE

Modern, Powerful and Flexible ...
WideQuick HMI/SCADA is component-based, scalable and modern software for creating superior surveillance systems. The system integrator uses WideQuick Designer to configure all parts
of the system. WideQuick Designer is intuitive and easy to learn, thus the development time for
HMI/SCADA projects is shortened. The end user gets a cost-efficient surveillance system that is
easy to use, makes production more efficient and increases operation security.

Powerful System

Efficient Design and Configuration

WideQuick contains a large number of functions that in
combination with the flexible structure make it possible to
quickly create powerful surveillance systems. The object
oriented graphics with associated dynamics, provide the
end-user with a user interface that is easy to use. The web
client provides the user complete freedom to access information from the desired location.

WideQuick Designer is a powerful configuration tool which
allows the system integrator to efficiently create desired
application. WideQuick Designer is used for developing
and configuring of all WideQuick projects regardless if it´s
an HMI, SCADA or PSIM application. The project time is
shortened with help of smart functions, instant preview
and fast communication configuration.

An Entire System for Surveillance

Many Areas of Application

WideQuick is a complete system for creating different
types of surveillance systems with related communication and user interface. WideQuick is component based
software and is used in smaller HMI systems as well as
large and complex SCADA- and PSIM systems. The system
is built of one or several WideQuick components but can
also be acquired as operator panel, WideQuick HMI Panel
or WideQuick SCADA Panel.

WideQuick is a general HMI/SCADA system which
provides the system integrator with great possibilities
to adapt the systems to fit different applications within
Automation and Security. The built-in language function
in combination with unit conversion, increase the areas
of application further.

Flexible System Solution
WideQuick Runtime offers, in combination with WideQuick Remote Client and WideQuick Web Client, a flexible
structure providing the system integratoren with great
possibilities to create desired solution for each system.
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Cost-Efficient Licensing Structure
To meet customer needs and to suit different applications, WideQuick Runtime is available in four license
levels with different degrees of functionality. In addition,
license levels Basic, Extended, Advanced and Premium
can also be ordered to fit projects of various sizes.

... Superior Surveillance System
Great Communication Possibilities

Smart Dynamics

WideQuick HMI/SCADA offers several different options
for communication. The integrated OPC client allows
WideQuick to communicate with a large number PLC,
I/O and other systems. In addition, the built-in protocols Modbus TCP/IP Master and Modbus RTU Master
are always included.

By connecting the features of the objects to different variables in the data store, a dynamic presentation is created.
It is possible to connect dynamics to all object properties.

Vector Based Graphics
WideQuick has a well thought-through structure for
creating vector based graphics. The fundamental
graphical objects can quickly be modified with color,
gradients in multiple steps, rotation, frame and size to
create a modern intuitive user interface.

Powerful Object Library
The object library in WideQuick, makes the configuration work more efficient and makes it easy to create a
user interface that is consistant both when it comes to
appearance as well as function. Objects with advanced
functionality can easily be reused and maintained from
the object library. In addition, a large number of complete objects and a demo project are included.

High Security

Support for Several Operating Systems

WideQuick uses a very powerful encryption technology to
create a secure communication between WideQuick Runtime
and the connected clients. All security mechanisms are always
automatically active and make sure that information and sensitive data are being sent in a secure way.

The different WideQuick components can run both with Windows and Debian Linux. With the WideQuick Designer, the
system integrator can create the application in one operating
system and run it in another. It is also possible to combine
operating systems in the same facility.

-
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Different System Solutions
WideQuick is a scalable system. By having several different WideQuick Runtime,
WideQuick Remote Client and WideQuick Web Client communicating with one another,
powerful systems can be built. Different parts of a WideQuick application can be placed
at different geographical locations. WideQuick can communicate with a large number of
devices and applications to create a complete automation or security solution.
WideQuick Web Client

WideQuick Runtime

WideQuick Runtime is installed at the facility to run the
application, and includes communication with PLC and
I/O, data store, logging functions, alarm management and
communication with external databases. It is possible to
run multiple WideQuick Runtime together in one facility.

WideQuick Remote Client

WideQuick Web Client is a web server module that connects to WideQuick Runtime and enables a facility to be
monitored and controlled via standard web browsers,
both on computers and mobile devices.

WideQuick OPC Server

Free of charge, WideQuick Remote Client can be installed on a computer of your choice in the facility and
makes it possible to remotely control one or several
systems. To facilitate the work of the operator, local work
views in WideQuick Remote Client can be configured.
The local workviews make it possible to present data
from several WideQuick Runtime simultaneously.
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By connecting several HMI/SCADA systems to a central WideQuick SCADA, common views containing information
from all connected HMI- and SCADA systems, can be created. It’s also possible to create common alarm lists and history from all units on the network. Thereafter, the information is accessible from both WideQuick Remote Client and
from a web browser via WideQuick Web Client. Even HMI Panel can connect to the central WideQuick SCADA, but the
information is required to run via a WideQuick OPC Server.
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WIDEQUICK Web Client
WideQuick Web Client is a web server module that connects to WideQuick Runtime and makes
it possible to supervise and interact with the facility via regular web browsers on both computers and mobile devices. WideQuick Web Client is installed on all WideQuick HMI Panels.

Unified Designer

Support for Different Web Browsers

WideQuick Web Client is installed on all operator panels
from Kentima. Since all type of clients in the system are
configured with the WideQuick Designer, an application
created for the operator panel will get the same function
and appearance on the web browser via WideQuick Web
Client. Normally no adjustments are necessary, with a few
exceptions.

WideQuick Web Client uses HTML5 and JavaScript for
creating websites that can be displayed in most modern
web browsers on various operating systems such as Windows, Debian Linux and OS X.

High Security
WideQuick Web Client has been developed with a
technology which contributes to a higher security in the
communications between web servers and web browsers. Among other things, verification that the data sent
between devices actually comes from a valid connection
is performed. This protects against many types of attacks,
common on the internet.

-

Doesn’t Require Plug-ins
WideQuick Web Client doesn’t require any plug-ins to be
installed with the web browser. Simply a modern web
browser on the operators’ computer is necessary for
the presentation to work. This increases security since it
reduces the risk of vulnerability for hostile programs on the
end-users’ computer.

Mobile Platforms
The functionality in WideQuick Web Client can be used in
mobile platforms with iOS, Android and Windows Mobile.
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Fast and Efficient Configuration …
WideQuick Designer is a powerful development tool that provides the user with an intuitive and
flexible environment for configuring of HMI-, SCADA- or PSIM applications. The project time is
reduced by using a number of smart functions, instant preview and the easy configuration of
communication with I/O and PLC. Thanks to all this, the system integrator can quickly create a
surveillance system with a professional user interface that is easy to use.

WIDEQUICK Designer
HMI/SCADA/PSIM

WIDEQUICK
Runtime

WIDEQUICK
Remote Client

WIDEQUICK
Web Client

HMI Panel or SCADA Panel
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Joint Configuration Tool

Efficient Configuration

A great advantage is that WideQuick Designer can be
used for developing and configuring of all WideQuick
projects, regardless if it´s an HMI-, SCADA- or PSIM application and if the information is presented in Runtime
Client, Remote Client or in Web Client via a web browser.
The application is built on objects that quickly are configured and adjusted to the current application.

There is a large number of smart functions that facilitate
the configuration of an HMI- and SCADA application. In
WideQuick Designer, it is easy to utilize the benefits of
multiple displays and thus maximizing development efficiency. All tool windows can be docked and the properties window can also be undocked and positioned at the
location of your choice.

Quick and Clear Project Overview

Preview Without Compilation

Thanks to the project tree, it´s easy to navigate among
the different files and resources in the project. In the
project tree top, the data store, which defines different
types of variables that are used in the project, is located.
Further down, the workviews are located; they define
the graphic interface of the project. The project tree also
contains alarms, log units, schedules, script libraries,
users, privileges and so on.

A WideQuick project does not need to be compiled,
finished code is immediately created when making an
object. This means that you can preview at any time in
WideQuick Designer, to see how the project will look and
work in the operator panel. If external units are connected, communication will work as well.

-

… with Smart Tools

Graphic Objects with Smart Dynamics

Layout and Navigation

WideQuick has a well thought-through structure for creating
vector based graphics. The basic graphic objects can quickly be
modified with color, gradients in several steps, rotation, frame
and size to create a modern intuitive user interface. By connecting variables in the data store to the objects’ properties,
dynamics are created in the presentation. Dynamics can be
connected to all properties of the objects.

There are considerable capabilities for creating a layout and
navigation system that suits each individual system. Menu
objects, tab objects, multiviewer and different kind of interaction objects are being used to ensure that the user easily can
navigate in a WideQuick application.

Object Library

WideQuick Designer features automatic import of variables
from OPC servers. This reduces configuration time for the
data store. You can easily export and import the communications configuration to and from external programs.

WideQuick has extensive capabilities to create and manage
composite objects which thereafter easily can be placed by
drag & drop technology into the object library. From the object
library, you can drag the desired number of instances of the
object to one or more workviews. The dynamics of the new
instances operate independently. If the symbol is changed in
the object library, the changes are propagated to all instances.
Objects from the object library can be exported and later be
reused in other projects.

Easy to Undo
The undo/redo list provides a clear overview of changes that
have occurred since a workview was opened. It is easy to undo
one or several operations at once. All changes in the workview
can be undone and redone in infinitely steps. Each workview has
its own undo/redo list.

Table Based Information
The presentation of tags/variables in the data store is in table
format. It facilitates the work in larger projects since it’s easy to
filter relevant tags.

-

OPC Browser

Search Dialog
To facilitate the work, there is a search dialog that can search
through workviews, script libraries, the object library and schedules. The search dialog provides a quick view of how many hits
that was found in each resource, it can also filter allowing only
specific resources to be searched.

Function Demo Included
An extensive function demo that contains many tips for resolving various tasks is included with WideQuick. All objects in the
function demo have been created from standard objects in
WideQuick Designer. The function demo includes both examples
of operator interfaces and of individual functions and objects.
A function demo completely targeted building automation, is
also included.
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A Smart Object Library ...
WideQuick has an object library that provides the system integrator with large capabilities to make
the configuration work for HMI- and SCADA projects more efficient. The object library makes it
easy to create an interface that is consequent both in appearance and in functionality. Groups and
objects with advanced functionality can easily be re-used and maintained from the object library.
In addition, a large number of complete objects and a vast object library for building automation
are included.
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Easy to Create New Objects

Easy to Change Existing Objects

WideQuick offers the system integrator a development
environment that makes it possible to quickly create
different objects with desired design, functionality and
dynamics. Once the integrator has created a composite object, such as a pump, tank, valve or motor, and
is satisfied with the results, it is easy to just select the
object and drag it into the object library. From the object
library, the desired total instances of this object can then
be dragged to one or more workviews. Dynamics in the
new instances work independently of one another.

All objects saved in the object library function as object
templates. When something is changed in an object
template, the change will automatically update all workviews where the template is used.

-

New Objects from Existing Objects
The system integrator can also drag an existing object
from the object library, modify it and thereafter save it,
renamed, to create a new object in the object library. It is
possible to export objects from the object library to reuse
them in other projects.

... With a Large Number Complete Objects
Smart Objects and Pop-up
In WideQuick there is the possibility to use pre-defined
features for both views and single objects in the object
library. This means that objects and views in WideQuick
can use a structure on the tag names. The function is a significant time saver since the configuration work is more efficient and the information is automatically tied to objects
independently of its tag name. By having dynamic Popups/Faceplates tied to the objects, even more time can be
gained. One can also create a configuration where a whole
view can show information from several different buildings
with similar building automation solutions. As the operator
chooses level in a building, the information on all objects
and Pop-ups/Faceplates are automatically changed.
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Object Library - Building Automation
On our website our partners can, free of charge, download a demo
project with a vast object library for building automation. The demo
project is designed as a real life example and contains objects from
the corresponding object library. The demo project can be used
as a source of inspiration and chosen parts can be used directly in
existing projects.

WideQuick - Objektsbibliotek

Objektsbibliotek
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Well Documented Object Library
All objects in the object library for building automation, are well
documented. Functions and permissions are thoroughly described
which makes it easy for system integrators to get started with new
objects.
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Create Clear Alarm Systems ...
Using WideQuick, an effective and clear alarm system can be created. Serious errors can consequently be discovered and disruptions to production minimized. To establish cause and effect,
the operator can follow up the alarms and locate any correlations, as well as keep statistics.
In order for an operator to quickly recognize and identify
an alarm, they are displayed on a list along with severity and specified information. Alarm status is indicated
with various icons. The alarm system is also structured
as a client/server solution. This means that alarms from
several different systems can be monitored and acknowledged from a central location.

The alarm bar only shows one of the currently active
alarms. Which alarm is displayed is determined in WideQuick Designer by specifying which sort order will be
used. From the alarm bar, the operator can acknowledge
alarms in WideQuick Runtime with a simple click.

Alarm List

Using Alarms
The state for each alarm created is available as a varible in the data store. The values of alarm variables are
updated by WideQuick Runtime and set depending on
whether or not the respective alarm conditions are met.
Several different alarm variables can be combined in
logical expressions for use in dynamics.

The alarm list can display all active alarms. The alarm list
can be sorted by time when the alarm was activated, by
severity of the alarm or in alphabetical order by alarm
text. The user of WideQuick Runtime can obtain more
information about an alarm or acknowledge it by clicking
it on the alarm list.

Alarm Log

Alarm Groups
The alarms can be divided into groups for easier handling and be assigned different activation conditions.
These are easy to configure, but for maximum flexibility
you can even let a script determine when an alarm is to
be activated. Among other things, the groups can be assigned own colours and properties. Each alarm becomes
a separate variable that can be used in other logic if so
desired.

The alarm log contains information about state transitions for the alarms that have occurred. The information
in the log can be sorted and filtered in many different
ways to simplify troubleshooting. As an example, you
can filter the information to only display certain points in
times when a specific alarm has been activated.

Alarm Frequency List

There is a number of alternatives for presenting alarms
to the operator. You can display alarm lists, alarm logs
or a simple alarm bar. The operator has access to a very
flexible filtering function that enables filtering by time,
severity, alarm group and more.

The alarm frequency list is a good tool for determining
the reasons for operational disturbances. The alarm
frequency list automatically keeps track of how many
times the alarms have been activated and clearly presents statistics. The alarm frequency list also presents
how long each alarm has been active, alarm descriptions
and severity. All of this makes the alarm frequency list a
valuable tool for reducing operational disturbances.

Event Logging

Blocked Alarms

Presentation of Alarms

For events that are not of alarm character, WideQuick
has a feature for event logging. To detect different
events, expressions and scripts can be used. The events
are separated from the alarm list.
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Alarm Bar

-

The alarm object can also present a list of all alarms that
can be blocked and their present states.

... and Event Lists

Alarm Bar

Alarm List

Alarm Log

Alarm Frequency List

Blocked Alarms

-
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History and Trends
An important purpose of a monitoring system is to collect and store data for registration
or analysis. WideQuick can register selected information from a facility by storing these
values in a logger, which makes WideQuick an easily used tool for analysis.
WideQuick can contain an unlimited number of loggers
that can store any number of values with the proper
license level. They can be for example, values from temperature or pressure sensors and/or processed values in
the form of alarms. Each logging unit can have unique
settings for how often and for how long the values are to
be stored. For each logger, specification is made of the
maximum space that the information may occupy on the
storage unit.

History Settings
In the dialog box for history settings, specification is
made of point in time and the time interval that will be
presented. Additionally, the scale for each individual
signal can be changed. This entails that users can focus
on the value for a signal at a specific point in time.

Trend Object
The trend object is an important tool for analysis of a
process facility. With this object, graphical presentations
can be displayed of how a value is changed during a period of time without needing to store it in a logger. Data
is presented in WideQuick in the form of curves so that
events in the process can be read.

History Object
In WideQuick, a history object can be used as an advanced analysis tool for studying individual signals or
their reciprocal dependencies. The signals presented
are taken from one or more loggers. A unique label or
colour can be specified for each signal. For the analogue
signals, you can also specify minimum and maximum
values for the scale or make them dynamic. The analogue signals are presented in the form of curves and the
digital signals are presented as lines.

Synchronised Time upon
Presentation of Alarms and History
The point in time for the alarm and trend history can be
connected so that when the operator clicks an alarm,
the time marker for the history moves to the point in
time when the selected alarm occurred.
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The historical trend in a presentation window can show
both analogue and digital signals at the same time. The
scale for the analogue signals’ Y-axes and several other
functions can be controlled by the operator in WideQuick
Runtime. In WideQuick Runtime, the operator can also
choose which trends will be displayed in the chart. If
only digital signals are in the chart, the height is adjusted
to only cover the area needed.

Logging to Databases

Different Types of Curves

WideQuick has historical logging of signals to its own log
files or databases (MS SQL, Access, My SQL). The available logging types are Cycle, Change and Trigger.

A curve is a continuous reflection of several values. In
WideQuick, you can choose between several different
ways of presenting the data. You can modify the types of
curves, colours and change scales.

Varius History Curves
• Digital
• Analogue

Logging Types
Cycle logging entails that a signal is saved at
regular time intervals.
Change logging saves the values when a certain
configurable change has occurred.
Trigger logging logs values only when it receives
a command to save values, such as by a signal or script.

-
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Powerful Functions ...
Layout and Naviagation
The layout can either be built from single standard components or more
composite objects that are created, collected from the function demo or
from other projects. Each workview can have the property “Bring to front”,
which keeps the workview in front of all other windows that do not have
this property. This means that windows or pop-ups can be locked to always
be in front. You can also give the operator the capability to activate this
function dynamically in WideQuick Runtime.

Security and Privileges
To ensure that selected parts of the HMI/SCADA system can be used by
authorized personnel only, several security functions are integrated.
WideQuick has an integrated security system based on privileges and can
thus be structured freely and there is also support for Microsoft Active
Directory. In most facilities, there is a need to limit what different users can
change and effect in the system. WideQuick allows the integrator to quickly
and easily set the structure according to their requests. Anything from
classical hierarchical systems to tailor made access possibilities for each
individual user, created upon request.

Database Communication
WideQuick Runtime can communicate with ODBC data sources. This grants access
to almost all databases on the market. Queries to the database can be executed
synchronously or asynchronously and the result can then be used in the script
engine and thereafter, for example, be stored in the WideQuick Data Store. The
database connections can also be used when historical data should be logged in
databases. WideQuick Runtime automatically shares its database connections
with its clients. This makes it possible for the clients to execute their
SQL queries as if they had their own local database configuration; which
efficiently eliminates the need to set up difficult and time consuming
database configurations that should work on the network.

Databas

Script and Data Store
WideQuick contains a script language which makes it easy for
the integrator to expand the functionality in HMI/SCADA systems
with more advanced functions. The script language is also available to perform mathematical and logical calculations in all forms
of dynamics. The script can be executed in different situations
in WideQuick Runtime, for example, as a result of an event or
continuous dynamics and schedule.
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... For a Professional Result
There are great possibilities to adjust the HMI/SCADA system in detail based on the specific
needs of the facility. Through powerful functions, the integrator can quickly develop the application and achieve a professional result.

Language Support

Bar Charts

Unit Conversion

Schedules

Gauges and Gauge Objects

ActiveX Objects

Table and List Objects

HTML Objects

WideQuick Designer includes advanced
tools for extracting text in projects and
gathering them in translation files. There
is an integrated feature for creating translations to the desired language.

WideQuick includes functionality that
enables switching between unit systems at
any time. A project can be built up for the
SI system and US units for example, and
later easily supplemented with additional
unit systems.

Gauge objects are very adaptable and
can be configured in many ways to
resemble analogue gauges. It is easy to
configure your own gauge by varying
the scale, pointer, dynamics, design
and color, for example.
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Table and list objects enable presentation
of large amounts of information in an
easily grasped manner. Users can also be
given permission to edit the information.

Bar charts provide capabilities for graphically presenting values with a professional
look in the form of bars. The objects are
flexible and in the WideQuick Designer
one has the ability to adjust the objects.

With the function schedule it’s easy to
automatize reccurring tasks and events.
Functions can be scheduled so that they
can be conducted on a regular basis after
a time interval of your choice.

WideQuick is an ActiveX container, which
means that you can embed any ActiveX
component in your presentation. COM
components can also be used, which in
addition can be used by the script engine.

WideQuick has an HTML browser with
support for HTML documents and communications with web servers. It also
includes support for other web-related
technologies, for example running JavaScript from web pages.

Recipe Management

Ethiris Objects

WideQuick makes it easy to store recipes
in a database or in an internal variable. The
built-in recipe wizard helps the integrator to
quickly get started with recipe management
and to create a good structure.

WideQuick can directly connect to one or
more Ethiris VMS servers and subsequently
present information and live images in
WideQuick Runtime, WideQuick Remote
Client and WideQuick Web Client.

-
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Communication, OPC and Modbus
All operator panels from Kentima have great flexibility and can easily integrate with different
subordinate and superior systems. By using standards like OPC and Modbus, WideQuick has the
ability to communicate with a large number of I/O, PLC and other type of systems on the market.
Since a WideQuick OPC Server always is included, the operator panels can be integrated with an
already existing superior SCADA system. All together, this allows the system integrator to create a
system adjusted after the demands of the end customers, and their different operations.

WideQuick Driver API

WideQuick OPC Client

To reach maximum reliability in an operation, all communciation with I/O, PLC and other systems is run via a
driver API which is integrated in WideQuick. All communication protocols, for example OPC and Modbus, are
drivers with a structure of being separate programs, not
integrated with WideQuick. There is also the possibility
for those who would like to develop and write their own
drivers for different protocols.

WideQuick Driver API has an integrated OPC client that
makes the program flexible and open to integration and
communication with a large number of systems that
have OPC servers. WideQuick Runtime can read and
write data from several OPC servers simultaneously,
both locally and via network. Data is collected and stored in the WideQuick Data Store.

Examples on I/O and PLC suppliers who support Modbus and OPC:
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Easy to Connect PLC and I/O
WideQuick OPC Browser
WideQuick Designer contains an OPC browser for automatic
import of variables from different OPC servers. This reduces
configuration time of the data store. WideQuick Designer
presents available OPC servers and their lists of variables to
the user. The program creates and organizes communications
variables into groups to reflect the facility’s structure. For
each group, you can specify update intervals for reading and
writing from the server. It’s easy to export and import the
configuration of the communication, to and from external
programs.

Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus RTU
WideQuick Driver API has integrated support for the conventional communications protocols Modbus TCP/IP Master and
serial Modbus RTU Master. With the Modbus driver, both
digital values and analogue 16-bit values can naturally be read
per the Modbus specification. Moreover, 32-bit integers and
floating point numbers can be transferred using two 16-bit
registers in sequence. Bit, byte and word order for the Modbus driver can be configured so that it can even communicate
with units that do not exactly follow the specification.

WideQuick OPC Server
WideQuick OPC Server is an effective server application that
provides Windows programs with OPC clients, for example
superior SCADA system, access to selected parts of the data store
in WideQuick Runtime. WideQuick OPC Server is a stand-alone
program that can be installed on the same computer as WideQuick
Runtime and the OPC client. If the program is installed on the same
computer as the OPC client, work with the Windows DCOM configuration is avoided, for example. WideQuick OPC Server also makes
information from WideQuick Runtime installations on Linux systems
available to Windows programs with OPC clients.

-

WideQuick OPC Server
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WIDEQUICK HMI Panel ...

WideQuick HMI Panel is the name of the operator panels developed by Kentima. There is a large number
of models to choose from. WideQuick Designer provides the user with a possibility to quickly and easily
create a surveillance system with a modern and efficient user interface. All operator panels from Kentima
have a great built-in flexibility and can easily be integrated with different sub and superior systems. By using
standards such as OPC and Modbus, WideQuick HMI Panel has the possibility to communicate with a large
number of I/O, PLC and other types of peripherals.

Choose Desired Performance
WideQuick HMI Panel comes in four different basic series the hardware is unique for each series and is based on a robust
industrial computer from Kentima. Within each series, the operator panels can be ordered with desired display, touch and
CPU. There are 10 different screen sizes with different resolutions to choose from, sizes 10.1” to 21.5”.

Open System with Great Possibilities
To create one of the most complete and flexible operator panels on the market, WideQuick Runtime Extended, WideQuick
Panel Control Center and an SQL database are always included. The communcation with PLC and I/O is always run via the
integrated Modbus protocol or via an OPC server, which connects to the integrated OPC client. Each operator panel is delivered
with the design tool WideQuick Designer which quickly and efficiently provides the user with a possibility to create desired user
interface. WideQuick OPC Server is always included and makes it easy to connect the operator panel to a superior system.
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… An Operator Panel with Great Possibilities
WideQuick Designer

Communication

The design tool is used to build desired HMI system.
WideQuick Designer is very efficient and the development time is tremendously shortened thanks to smart
functions and the easy configuration of communication.
The HMI system is built by using reusable objects that
quickly are adjusted to the current project.

WideQuick HMI Panel offers serveral different options
for communication with PLC, distributed I/O and other
peripherals. The integrated protocols for Modbus TCP/
IP Master and Modbus RTU Master are always included.
Further more, as an option WideQuick HMI Panel can
also be ordered with desired OPC server.

WideQuick Runtime

WideQuick OPC Server

WideQuick Runtime runs the projects that have been
created in WideQuick Designer. WideQuick Runtime
is pre-installed on WideQuick HMI Panel and presents
the user interface with corresponding dynamics, and in
addition activates the communication with I/O modules
and OPC servers, history, alarm surveillance and so on.

To ensure that other systems easily can access information in WideQuick HMI Panel, it is always delivered
with WideQuick OPC Server. It is an efficient server
program that grants access to chosen parts of the data
store for Windows programs with OPC clients.

Database

Operating System

WideQuick HMI Panel is delivered with a free SQL
database that can be configured via WideQuick Panel
Control Center or via an external computer. The database can for example be used to store historical data from
WideQuick to facilitate easy access from other programswith database access.

There is the possibility to order WideQuick HMI Panel
with two different operating systems, Windows 7 Embedded alternatively Debian Linux. WideQuick is developed
to be able to support several different operating systems
with easy transfer between the systems. For example, the
project is developed with WideQuick Designer in Windows and thereafter be transfered to a panel with Linux.

WideQuick Panel Control Center

Hardware Operator Panels

To facilitate the administration of WideQuick HMI Panel,
it contains a tool to easy configure network connections,
time, log on, startup mode, reception of new projects or
update of existing projects etcetera.

All WideQuick HMI Panels are built on a Panel PC developed by Kentima. There are several different models to
choose from, with different screen sizes and processors.
On our website you can download our brochure for more
information on WideQuick HMI Panel. www.kentima.com

Manual, Documentation and More
Each WideQuick HMI Panel is delivered with a media. It contains WideQuick Designer, WideQuick Runtime, WideQuick OPC Server, WideQuick
manual, WideQuick Panel Control Center manual, technical documentation (data sheets) for our industrial computer and product information.

-
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